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Abstract

As the capabilities of AI systems continue to advance, it is increasingly important
that we guide the development of these powerful technologies, ensuring they are
used for the benefit of society. Existing work analyzing and assessing risks from
AI spans a broad and diverse range of perspectives, including some which diverge
enough in their motivations and approaches that they disagree on priorities and
desired solutions. Yet we find significant overlap among these perspectives’ desire
for beneficial outcomes from AI deployment, and significant potential for progress
towards such outcomes in the examination of that overlap. In this paper we explore
one such area of overlap: we discuss areas of AI safety work that could benefit
from sociotechnical framings of AI, which view AI systems as embedded in larger
sociotechnical systems, and which explore the potential risks and benefits of AI not
just as aspects of these new tools, but as possibilities for the complex interactions
between humans and our technologies. We present a collection of proposals we
believe to be promising directions for including sociotechnical approaches in
the pursuit of safe and beneficial AI, demonstrating the potential value of such
approaches in addressing the harms, risks, and benefits of current and future AI
systems.
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1 Introduction

As the capabilities of AI systems continue to advance, it is increasingly important that we guide
the development of these powerful technologies, ensuring they are used for the benefit of society.
High-profile open letters from groups like the Future of Life Institute (Future of Life Institute, 2023),
members of the ACM FAccT Community (Castillo et al., 2023), and the Center for AI Safety (Center
for AI Safety, 2023), and papers from expert groups (e.g. Bengio et al., 2023; Chan et al., 2023;
Weidinger et al., 2023), have called attention to risks from advanced AI and stressed the importance
of ensuring that AI systems work in service of human values. Existing work analyzing and assessing
risks from AI spans a broad and diverse range of perspectives, including some which diverge
enough in their motivations and approaches that they disagree on many questions of priorities and
desired solutions—which in the past has led to conflict between these groups (Bristow & Thorburn,
2023; Prunkl & Whittlestone, 2020). Yet we find significant overlap among perspectives’ desire
for beneficial outcomes from AI deployment, and significant potential for progress towards such
outcomes in the exploration of that overlap. To this end, we suggest a collection of research areas that
extend AI safety work to incorporate sociotechnical framings of the development of AI: recognizing
AI systems as embedded in larger sociotechnical systems, and exploring the potential risks and
benefits of AI not just as aspects of these new tools, but as possibilities for the complex interactions
between humans and our technologies in systems that include both (Lazar & Nelson, 2023; Selbst
et al., 2019). Research in this area includes both work that centers AI’s growing influence on
these systems, such as risk mitigation for potential superintelligence, but also work that focuses on
addressing societal effects of both current and future powerful AI, such as fairness and desirability
of impacts, transparency of algorithmic details, and respect for basic human rights (Prabhakaran,
Mitchell, et al., 2022).

This paper offers a collection of proposals we believe are promising directions for applying more
sociotechnical approaches to questions of developing safe and beneficial AI, drawn from discussions
exploring how to integrate different perspectives and priorities for mitigating AI risk. We believe the
proposals below exemplify how existing avenues of AI safety research can incorporate considerations
of social context and impact, and suggest the potential value of such an approach in addressing the
harms, risks, and benefits of current and future AI systems.

1.1 Background

While work on steering AI development towards positive outcomes has recently gained visibility, it
builds on substantial prior analysis of how increasingly complex algorithmic systems interface with
the populations they affect. These existing lines of inquiry are varied in their foci and approaches,
a diversity reflected by the many different contemporary perspectives on AI—and a result of the
complex nature of defining what constitutes a safe, fair, or ethical system. In this section, we briefly
describe a few areas of existing research that are most relevant to sociotechnical approaches to
AI safety, in their consideration of these subjective questions in their approaches to studying new
technology.

Early research into AI systems’ effects on society has investigated fairness, privacy, transparency,
and responsibility (Boyd & Crawford, 2012; Cooper & Vidan, 2022; Hardt, 2014), including issues
of bias and socially impactful errors in a variety of algorithmic systems: in the latent representations
of language models (Bolukbasi et al., 2016), in image recognition algorithms (Buolamwini & Gebru,
2018), and in predictive systems such as the COMPAS recidivism algorithm (Angwin et al., 2016).
This work extends to examinations of the social contexts that create these new technologies, such
as new and emerging sources of labor (Irani & Silberman, 2013; Miceli et al., 2022), explorations
of what constitutes fairness in the context of algorithmic and other quantitative systems (Dwork
et al., 2012; Friedler et al., 2021; Mitchell et al., 2021), and strategies for identifying and mitigating
unjust outcomes and impacts of such systems—including evaluating the impacts of well-intentioned
interventions (Raji & Buolamwini, 2019; Raji et al., 2020). The ACM conferences on Fairness,
Accountability, and Transparency (FAccT) and AI, Ethics, and Society (AIES), founded in 2014 and
2018 respectively, coalesced around these approaches and continue to explore these topics, often
described succinctly as the “AI Ethics" perspective.

Other social scientific fields, whose objects of study extend beyond just algorithmic systems, also
inform analyses of contemporary AI. Of particular relevance is Science and Technology Studies
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(STS), which emerged as a field in the mid 20th century, and has examined the relationship between
societies and technologies much less powerful than modern AI. STS scholars highlight the social
and historical embeddedness of technology (Dourish, 2001), arguing that no technology is a neutral
tool, but rather a product of specific social, political, and economic forces (Winner, 1980), and thus
will necessarily serve some values—explicit or implicitly—over others (Nissenbaum, 2001). Social
theorists’ development of systems-theoretic frameworks like Actor-Network Theory (Law & Hassard,
1999) has laid groundwork for evaluating tools within the sociotechnical systems they participate
in, and feminist approaches to STS explore the ways technology can reify contentious social norms
(Wajcman, 1991). Researchers in social scientific fields beyond STS examine AI’s potential impacts
through other lenses: economists analyze and predict the effects of automation on labor markets
(Acemoglu & Restrepo, 2020; Frey & Osborne, 2017), including markets for labor to produce training
data for machine learning algorithms (Irani & Silberman, 2013); and political scientists investigate
the construction of national narratives about AI (Kreps et al., 2022) and the effect of AI-generated
media on partisan beliefs (Katzenbach & Bareis, 2022).

Over the last 30 years, parallel investigations have pursued more abstract safety challenges from
advanced AI capabilities. Premised on the potential for technology to create AI (or augmentations to
human intelligence) that surpasses current human capabilities (Markoff, 2009)—potentially leading
to an exponential takeoff in self-improving intelligence (Vinge, 1993)—this work has explored the
potential risks of AI systems more intelligent than human beings, including loss of human control over
societal decision-making, and runaway optimization towards undesirable targets (Bales et al., 2024).
This research includes questions of governance for transformative future technologies, including
which policies, regulatory bodies, and best practices might enable successful decision-making about
their use (Anderljung et al., 2023; Dafoe, 2017), and how AI might be aligned to human values, given
the difficulty of formally specifying those nuanced, changeable, and often uncertain values. Together,
these approaches constitute an approach usually referred to as “AI Safety."

1.2 Process

In this paper, we have sought to propose research directions informed by this past work, with an
intent to describe how certain areas of research core to the AI Safety approach might incorporate
considerations of social context that have been previously explored by other perspectives. The
research agenda below was conceived in conversations at events last year2 between researchers and
practitioners interested in increasing collaboration between groups whose approaches to this work are
compatible, but usually independent. Building on those conversations, this paper collects proposals
that participants identified as relevant to the overlap of multiple perspectives on AI, especially those
that extend existing AI Safety work to incorporate the knowledge and concerns of AI Ethics and STS
perspectives.

We have excluded some proposals from these original conversations, including those that did not
involve novel research (such as creating new public institutions, or changing corporate structures),
those that received minimal support among participants, and those for which no contributors were
available to discuss the research direction in depth. The result is a research agenda we believe con-
tributes a broad but not exhaustive discussion of promising approaches to shared goals of mitigating
the risks of AI while steering its impacts towards societal good.

2 Proposals

The proposals below describe candidates for collaborative research directions that build on the past
work and interests of multiple perspectives on AI. We separate the list into three areas of focus that
emerged in the discussions that inspired this paper:

1. Effective AI Governance: Research to inform and develop institutions tasked with regula-
tion, policymaking, and diplomacy related to the governance of AI

2. Understanding AI Systems: Research to improve our ability to understand, assess, and
predict the mechanisms and behaviors of AI

3. Improving AI’s Social Impacts: Research that directly addresses known impacts of AI
systems on the societies they affect

2Most discussion took place at the 2023 Berkeley CHAI workshop (https://humancompatible.ai/chai2023)
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2.1 Effective AI Governance

2.1.1 Develop preference aggregation and social welfare proposals for a sociotechnical world

Deployments of AI impact diverse stakeholders, and in particular, the design choices embedded in
widely-used foundation models will plausibly impact a significant majority of the global population.
To reflect the interests of such diverse groups, we will sometimes need processes to aggregate
preferences and formalize social objectives in ways that are sufficiently concrete to be implementable
in code. Such formal social choice methods, where they are used, cannot answer core normative
questions about standing (who has a say), measurement (how preferences are measured), and
aggregation (how preferences are aggregated) (Baum, 2020), and will need to be combined with
procedural and institutional governance systems capable of flexibly supporting complex negotiations
between diverse stakeholders (see Proposal 2.1.4). But formal preference aggregation methods can,
if implemented well as part of broader governance systems, help facilitate broad consultation and
mitigate concentrations of power.

Much of this work is interdisciplinary, drawing on computational social choice, participatory design,
machine learning, democratic theory, moral and political philosophy, psychology, and economics.
Examples and precedents include the Moral Machine project (Noothigattu et al., 2018), WeBuildAI
(M. K. Lee et al., 2019), jury learning (Gordon et al., 2022), democratic fine-tuning via a moral graph
(Edelman & Klingefjord, 2023a, 2023b), digital juries (Fan & Zhang, 2020; Pan et al., 2022), and
Collective Constitutional AI (Anthropic, 2023b; Collective Intelligence Project, 2023). Most of these
draw on the much deeper literature of social choice mechanisms which could be applicable to AI
(Brandt et al., 2016).

These and similar mechanisms need to be critically evaluated and strengthened via feedback from
diverse perspectives (e.g., Etienne, 2021; Seaver, 2021).

2.1.2 Design effective liability regimes that are widely understood, clarified, and codified in
law

Liability, in the context of AI, refers to the legal responsibility of entities for the consequences
and risks associated with the development, deployment, and operation of AI systems. This domain
of liability intersects with various areas of law, including intellectual property, data protection,
consumer rights, and tort law (Kingston, 2018), each of which should be considered in developing a
comprehensive legal framework governing AI systems and their societal impacts.

Much research in this domain already exists. However, due to the novel concerns involved in
determining liability for the actions of increasingly complex and agentic algorithms (Chan et al.,
2023), further research is necessary to characterize effective legal frameworks for this rapidly
changing landscape.

One segment of research focuses on understanding the status quo: the applicability of existing laws
to outcomes involving AI systems, the extent of current law enforcement, how regulatory agencies
exercise existing authority (Henderson, 2023) and communicate their policies (Atleson, 2023), and
the impact of regulators’ behaviors on those of regulated entities. Another segment of research aims
to anticipate how regulators might apply or enforce existing laws, such as those in copyright, data
protection, consumer protection, product liability (Leong & Kumarasamy, 2023; Villasenor, 2019),
corporate indemnification (Arnold, 2023), and export controls (Brown, 2023), based on historical
legal precedents as well as contemporary legal concepts, such as fair use, and the broader societal
impacts resulting from the use of AI systems (Madiega, 2023).

A third segment of research would use empirical data to develop technical solutions and implement
policies—through advocacy campaigns (AI Now Institute et al., 2023; Moës & Ryan, 2023) or
judicial activism (Center for AI and Digital Policy, 2023)—that enable governments to hold entities
accountable for their decisions and the risks they impose on society. Technical solutions include
watermarks, audit logs, and other methods that help establish causality when harmful or illegal out-
comes arise (Madiega, 2023). Policy solutions include regulation of AI development and deployment,
and clarification of legal standards. Ex ante requirements imposed on developers and deployers of
AI systems would define in advance what standards are required to limit liability when harm occurs
(Future Society, 2021), and ex post policies would define methods for monitoring the unpredictable
individual and societal impacts of AI systems (Farber, 2022; Transatlantic Reflection Group on
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Democracy and the Rule of Law in the Age of “Artificial Intelligence”, 2023). Statutory amendments
could clarify the burden and standards of proof required to establish causality for harmful or illegal
outcomes resulting from AI systems (Madiega, 2023; Moes, 2021).

Altogether, a multifaceted approach to evaluating liability is necessary for understanding the new
and complex considerations of responsibility for the harms of AI systems, and for creating a legal
environment that safeguards societal welfare by addressing current gaps in attribution and liability,
and by informing the development of legal and regulatory mechanisms that are robust to future
developments in AI.

2.1.3 Design experiments to empirically study what deliberation processes are most effective
for coming to robust agreement on AI governance questions

While AI systems are implemented in code, rich, qualitative, context-specific goals such as fairness
are difficult to formalize in ways that apply universally (Selbst et al., 2019), and there is a need for
social institutions that can resolve issues arising from AI objective functions and deployments when
they are at odds with what people want (Dobbe et al., 2020; Hadfield-Menell & Hadfield, 2019).
Many authors have suggested that deliberation (Carson, 2017; Landemore & Page, 2015) can help
improve the quality of AI governance and surface common ground (Pinka, 2021), perhaps forming
part of what might be called ‘society-in-the-loop AI’ or an ‘algorithmic social contract’ (Rahwan,
2018).

Deliberation can support AI governance (Ovadya, 2021, 2023b), but AI can also support deliberation.
An emerging set of proposals suggests AI can help find robust agreement among humans with diverse
preferences (Bakker et al., 2022; Fish et al., 2023; Ovadya, 2023a; Small et al., 2023), improve the
assignment of participants to deliberative groups (Barrett et al., 2023), and might enable new forms of
democracy (Grandi, 2018; Kahng et al., 2019; Tantum, 2023). Deliberative processes such as citizen
assemblies and deliberative polls are increasingly being conducted or funded by large technology
companies (Meta: Ovadya, 2023c; OpenAI: Alignment Assemblies, Recursive Public, Konya et al.,
2023; Zaremba et al., 2023; Anthropic: Anthropic, 2023b; Collective Intelligence Project, 2023),
and an increasing set of algorithmic tools are available to support different stages of deliberative
processes (Polis, Talk to the City).

To translate this work into substantive improvements in AI governance and avoid ‘democracy
washing’, we need to (1) investigate what the normative desiderata for deliberative processes should
be, (2) design experiments to empirically evaluate processes against these desiderata, and (3) share the
findings in a format that is useful to practitioners and policymakers. Nascent work proposes ‘process
cards’ and ‘run reports’ for comparing processes (Ovadya, 2023c; AI & Democracy Foundation),
but there are many open questions. Most importantly, we need to (4) implement these deliberative
processes in a way that gives them real power and control over AI governance decisions.

2.1.4 Research transnational AI governance systems that enable complex democratic
decision-making about AI systems

AI systems can have extremely significant transnational impacts, and their governance processes may
need to be correspondingly transnational. We have already seen this with the impacts of YouTube
(Yesilada & Lewandowsky, 2022) and Meta’s recommender systems (Amnesty International, 2022b)
and this is likely to be increasingly critical as AI advances continue. To address this challenge
will likely require a mix of both existing and new processes to ensure decisions are made with the
necessary speed, scale and buy-in for effective responses (Ovadya, 2023d).

We thus need research to design a set of interacting processes and structures for democratic gover-
nance, with appropriate checks and balances, that can be used to collectively govern and control AI
systems—in coordination with, or as a complement to, existing governance systems. One can think
of such a system as roughly analogous to a national constitution in form, with components including
aggregation processes and deliberative processes, but also potentially specific delegated roles includ-
ing executive, judicial, oversight, and administrative bodies that operate either in perpetuity (e.g., a
board, a standard legislature), or on demand (e.g., jury duty, citizens’ assemblies) (Ovadya, 2024).

To be fully end-to-end, such decision-making systems may also need to be coupled with AI systems
themselves, potentially through technical alignment innovations, or related approaches (such as the
Open Agency Model; see Drexler, 2023. In contrast to AI alignment as typically envisioned, such
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end-to-end systems might go beyond “preference aggregation,” e.g. granting specific roles and rights
such as veto power, or the ability to engage governance processes regarding decisions around AI
development, deployment, or behavior. This might resemble current institutional decision-making
processes more than it would aggregating preferences into a single utility function (although it is
likely to include aggregation processes as subprocesses, just as elections are sub-processes within the
US constitutional order).

We need research to identify approaches for developing and evaluating these systems, not only in
simulation, but through real-world pilots that are increasingly end-to-end and with increasing levels
of institutionalized deployment and empowerment.

2.1.5 Develop processes for requiring feedback on the fairness and safety of powerful AI
systems from a diverse and inclusive set of stakeholders before they are deployed

As powerful AI systems become ever more integrated into our economic, political, and social lives,
they exert increasing control over the experiences and life prospects of individuals from a variety
of backgrounds. The expanding reach of powerful AI systems has engendered a corresponding
increase in the number of people who have a stake in how those systems are deployed. Yet the groups
who develop and deploy powerful AI systems are generally not representative of the wide range of
individuals whose lives will ultimately be shaped by those systems (Lazar & Nelson, 2023).

This situation is undesirable in at least two respects. First, considerations of justice suggest that
those whose experiences and life prospects are shaped by a technology should have a say in how
that technology is deployed. An arrangement in which powerful AI systems are developed and
deployed without oversight or input from the wide range of groups they will affect is one in which
the developers of those systems are likely to lack a complete understanding of the harms they might
cause if deployed. Second, members of a group are more likely to know whether and how the
deployment of a given technology will affect that group, especially when the group is disadvantaged
or marginalized. This may be because they have had personal experiences of the ways in which
similar technologies have affected their group, because they have access to testimony from other
group members who have had such personal experiences, or because they are more motivated than
non-members to acquire knowledge relevant to the question of how the deployment of technologies
will affect their group (P. H. Collins, 1990; Dror, 2023). In cases where harms are evident within
particular groups before affecting larger populations, members of those groups may have special
insight into the causes of those harms; this insight may help mitigate unanticipated risks (Hendrycks
& Mazeika, 2022). Members of a group are also less likely than non-members to be subject to certain
kinds of barriers to acquiring knowledge about that group (Mills, 2007). Integrating feedback on
the fairness and safety of powerful AI systems from a wide variety of different groups, with special
attention given to the perspectives of historically disadvantaged and marginalized groups, should
accordingly be expected to lead to more accurate beliefs about the possible impacts of those systems.
A concern for building safe and fair AI systems leads directly to a concern for consulting a wide
range of groups regarding the safety and fairness of those systems prior to deploying them.

Incorporating feedback from a wider variety of perspectives is best achieved through a process that
aggregates views without losing their nuance, and regulatory proposals should pay attention to which
kinds of diversity are represented. Candidate groups whose feedback would be socially significant,
based on known harms of existing AI, include: women (Bolukbasi et al., 2016) racial and ethnic
minorities (Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018), people with a variety of sexual orientations and gender
identities (Keyes, 2018), the elderly, people with disabilities, people who are socioeconomically
marginalized, and people from the Global South. While it is possible that some corporate or
governmental actors might voluntarily adopt a policy of soliciting feedback from a diverse set of
stakeholders before deploying powerful AI systems, it is more likely that regulatory requirements
will be required—and understanding what processes are most effective for this type of oversight will
inform such requirements.

2.1.6 Identify key support for whistleblowers at AI companies and research labs

Internal reports of institutional wrongdoing have been essential to public awareness of unsafe and
unjust actions, practices, and decisions, and may be especially important in the context of AI due to the
high stakes and dynamics of this sector. Development of such systems involves high potential impact,
complex technical detail, and private-sector progress covered by non-disclosure agreements—and
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because technological progress has outpaced legislation to govern newly capable AI, most companies
in the sector are largely self-regulated by internal standards (Hadfield & Clark, 2023). As a result,
protecting AI whistleblowers will likely require updated protections—possibly with more detail
specific to these dynamics—beyond the general whistleblower acts and directives many countries
have already adopted3. Further, the need for fair and representative AI systems that encode broadly
agreeable values means that issues of workplace discrimination are of particular importance within
companies developing these systems (Birhane, Kalluri, et al., 2022). Together, these factors suggest
whistleblowers may be both more important for timely identification of AI-related risks, harms, and
injustices, and also less able to point to specific illegal activity when making such disclosures.

Exploring the different constraints, concerns, and incentives of potential whistleblowers in this
domain could help inform the creation of institutions to support them coming forward. Specific
protections for whistleblowers in AI could include explicit expansion of protections for revealing
a wider variety of problems that experts agree constitute significant harms—such as questions of
algorithmic bias (Angwin et al., 2016), or deceptive, highly capable AI (Ngo et al., 2023)—even
before ratification of laws against such harms. Support outside of new legislation may also help
whistleblowers face potential consequences. For example, a legal defense fund specific to AI-related
disclosures would increase incentives for disclosing potential AI risk even when legal questions
of wrongdoing are not clearly defined. Operational support in the form of dedicated advisors on
information security best practices, or connections to regulators and media contacts, could also help
maintain individual anonymity, and could assist with priority treatment of high-stakes cases.

Understanding which of these forms of assistance would be most impactful for potential whistle-
blowers could help clarify the priorities of whistleblower protection organizations aiming to support
AI whistleblowers specifically, making it more likely we learn of harmful choices by institutions
developing or deploying AI in time for public and private strategies to mitigate them.

2.1.7 Design architectures that prioritize safety, transparency, and human review

The difficulty of understanding and predicting the internal dynamics of current-generation AI sys-
tems impedes our ability to ensure their safety, but developing novel architectures that prioritize
interpretability by design may help future, highly capable systems remain safe, corrigible, and
reliable. One possible such design would be a modular architecture that assumes every constituent
AI component is untrustworthy, and enables human review of each component. One approach to
facilitating this separation of functions would be to design a system with AI-based tools for each of
the following steps:

1. Help users generate a specification that encapsulates desired properties of a solution,

2. Generate proposed solutions from the specification, and

3. Generate proof that the solutions generated satisfy a set of relevant criteria.

A beneficial property of these systems is that the architecture is compatible with existing human
governance structures. Most alignment processes implicitly aggregate opinions of multiple people
through data used for training or fine-tuning. This approach scales to large volumes of data, but
does not allow for close oversight or control of what that implicit process encodes, which can result
in unfair, biased, offensive, or otherwise harmful models (Barocas & Selbst, 2016; Paullada et al.,
2021). By comparison, safe-by-design systems could synthesize stakeholder opinions explicitly in
the specification of constraints, which could be reviewed and iterated on by humans before a solution
is generated. Additionally, specifications can be combined, with a solution generated by such an
architecture for a user needing to satisfy national, local, corporate, and individual constraints. This
explicit encoding of specifications could increase transparency into which opinions and preferences
are best satisfied by a particular system, offering paths towards understanding which cultures and
values a system implicitly supports (Prabhakaran, Qadri, & Hutchinson, 2022). Further, while such
systems are not sufficient to ensure democratic decision-making, they offer a platform for transparent,
participatory approaches to governing AI systems, which can make such processes more inclusive,
safer, and less risky for groups whose input is often overlooked (Birhane, Isaac, et al., 2022).

3See https://www.oig.dhs.gov/whistleblower-protection,
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32019L1937,
https://www.whistleblowers.org/whistleblower-laws-around-the-world/.
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There are multiple explorations of this general direction. David “davidad” A. Dalrymple and Eric
Drexler co-created one such design, posting separately about the Open Agency Architecture (Dalrym-
ple, 2022) and Open Agency Model (Drexler, 2023). Davidad is now pursuing this direction with
his research programme at ARIA (Dalrymple, 2023a, 2023b; Kolly & Segerie, 2023). Open Agency
systems can be characterized by the elicitation and aggregation of safety criteria and other desiderata
from stakeholders to form a specification, generation of proposals meeting that specification, and
proofs or evidence that those proposals satisfy the specification. In a related vein, Tegmark and
Omohundro use the term “provably safe systems”(Tegmark & Omohundro, 2023) to emphasize the
importance of AI systems mathematically proving specified properties. Yoshua Bengio has also
presented (Bengio, 2023) an agenda that fits within this general direction.

In addition to the above researchers advancing feasibility of universal Open Agency systems, multiple
groups are translating this work from theory to application. A useful prototype system must at least
include a specification language, a specification generator, a solution generator, and a world-model
to validate the solution against the specification. Atlas Computing, the AI Objectives Institute, and
Digital Gaia are all implementing useful, minimalist prototypes of the Open Agency Architecture in
different subject domains, namely cybersecurity and biochemistry (Atlas), supply chain economics
(AOI), and environmental policy (DG).

2.2 Understanding AI Systems

2.2.1 Improve interpretability of model behavior and outputs

Producing human-interpretable models of AI systems allows developers and users to better understand
their capabilities, limitations, and failure modes so they can more safely and productively deploy or
use them.

For developers, model interpretability research can help identify the underlying features and algo-
rithms a model relies on to make its predictions. Circuits-style mechanistic interpretability methods
(Elhage et al., 2021; Lepori et al., 2023; Olah et al., 2020) can help characterize high-level concepts or
algorithms represented by small groups of neurons, while concept mapping techniques using probing
classifiers (Tenney et al., 2018, inter alia) or model gradients (Kim et al., 2018; Sundararajan et al.,
2017, inter alia) may characterize how such concepts appear as activation patterns in the network.
Combining these with perturbation methods like model editing (Meng et al., 2022) , causal analysis
(Geiger et al., 2023), or other interventions on a model’s intermediate representations (Yu et al., 2023)
can establish that a model depends on certain high-level features, concepts, or knowledge to make
decisions. These features may include:

• Concepts which we don’t want the model to use, e.g., reliance on protected characteris-
tics which we may want to suppress or remove from the model’s representation or make
unavailable to the model’s final decision procedure (Belrose et al., 2023; Ravfogel et al.,
2020).

• Representations of knowledge that may drive the model’s decisions in undesirable ways, for
example by virtue of being false (Burns et al., 2023), violating individual privacy (Carlini
et al., 2021), (Lukas et al., 2023), or enabling dangerous activity such as the production
of weapons or biological agents (Sandbrink, 2023). In such cases, models may be edited
to remove the influence of these features, if possible (Eldan & Russinovich, 2023), or not
deployed if the risk of harm is too high.

• Other aspects of a model’s internal representation which could lead to undesirable deploy-
ment behavior or generalization patterns, e.g., implicit representation of goals (Hubinger
et al., 2019) or optimization algorithms (von Oswald et al., 2023) which could result in
dangerous behavior for models of very high capability (Omohundro, 2008).

For users, methods for communicating model internal state are important for empowering users to
use AI outputs to make decisions in line with their objectives. This can mean:

• Citing sources and providing extractive quotes (Menick et al., 2022) or directly executing
code or using tools with well-defined semantics (Schick et al., 2023);
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• Architecting the model to expose interpretable, learned intermediate variables corresponding
to concepts which explain the model’s decision, and which a user can intervene or provide
feedback on to steer model behavior (Koh et al., 2020; Zarlenga et al., 2022).

• Explicitly estimating model uncertainty (Gal, 2016; Hendrycks & Gimpel, 2016; Kadavath
et al., 2022) or refusing to answer questions where the model is likely to be incorrect; or,

• Explicitly tracking certain kinds of state, and employing new UX paradigms to communicate
such state, for example, (Viégas & Wattenberg, 2023)’s system model and user model.

Making AI systems more transparent to users with explicit models of their behavior can help prevent
mistakes due to over-reliance on model outputs (see Hill, 2020; People v. Zachariah C. Crabill, 2023).
More generally, designing user interaction protocols by which AI improves human decision making
can feed back into the supervision process, enabling scalable oversight (Amodei et al., 2016) of
increasingly-capable models to reliably perform tasks that human overseers cannot reliably perform
or verify on their own given realistic time and resource constraints (see Bowman et al., 2022; Michael
et al., 2023).

An important property of interpretability methods is how accurately they describe the behavior of the
underlying model, often referred to as faithfulness (Jacovi & Goldberg, 2020). Some approaches to
interpretability, such as extractive quoting or tool use in a language model, are faithful by construction,
whereas machine learning based methods like probing, model editing, or instance-based explanation
methods—which provide a reason that the model made an individual prediction—must be empirically
evaluated for faithfulness (Dasgupta et al., 2022; DeYoung et al., 2020; Turpin et al., 2023).

While in some cases faithfulness may be automatically evaluated, in general it depends on the
accuracy of a human (e.g., user)’s model of the system when using an interpretability method. More
broadly, the sociotechnical relevance of interpretability methods extends to the decisions that humans
make on the basis of these methods. As such, empirically assessing progress on interpretability
requires measuring the usefulness of interpretability methods for understanding and steering model
behavior in human–AI interactive settings (Bansal et al., 2019; Chaleshtori et al., 2023; Doshi-Velez
& Kim, 2017; M. Lee et al., 2023). Such evaluation methods may measure, for example:

• Human–AI collaborative performance on tasks (Chaleshtori et al., 2023). Good models of AI
behavior will help users draw inferences on the basis of their outputs, and decide when and
how to trust them. The accuracy and breadth of these inferences may be measured through
the ability of a human–AI team to exceed the performance of either party alone (Bansal et al.,
2021), improving the ability of humans to supervise models as measured in the sandwiching
experimental paradigm (Bowman et al., 2022; Cotra, 2021). Measuring human–AI team
performance in the presence of interpretability or explainability methods can also highlight
problems with misleading, confusing, or overconfident explanations which harm overall
decision making (Ghassemi et al., 2021).

• Comprehensive metrics of human–AI interaction quality, capturing aspects such as help-
fulness, ease of use, or partial correctness (K. M. Collins, Jiang, et al., 2023; M. Lee et al.,
2023). Such evaluations may serve to guide the development of interpretability methods
or interaction paradigms which serve their intended use case in ways which are difficult to
measure in static evaluations or automated measurements of accuracy.

• Simulatability (Chen et al., 2023; Doshi-Velez & Kim, 2017; Hase & Bansal, 2020),
the ability of humans to predict how the model will behave (e.g., under counterfactual
perturbations of an input) when leveraging some interpretability method, which directly
tests the accuracy of the human’s mental model of the system.

• Steerability of model behavior under interventions, whether conversational (i.e., direct
correction or questioning, (K. M. Collins, Jiang, et al., 2023) or concept-driven, guided
by interpretability methods (Koh et al., 2020; Zarlenga et al., 2022). Models should be
responsive to such interventions, changing their predictions in the expected way (Lanham et
al., 2023) as well as, ideally, robust to human mistakes and uncertainty about the associated
concepts (K. M. Collins, Barker, et al., 2023).

• How the interpretability method can help humans anticipate or prevent undesirable model
behaviors in interactive settings, including deception or manipulation of users (Park et al.,
2023) and harmful actions taken as part of plans to meet user-specified goals (Scheurer et al.,
2023).
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Ideally, empirical evaluations should aim to assess interpretability methods in a wide range of
domains, especially those which approximate a model’s intended (or expected) usage scenario as
closely as possible. Another important aspect to consider is that a human’s mental model of a system
derives from more than the interpretability method itself, but also the human’s prior knowledge,
culture, goals in using the system, and background assumptions about how the system works or how
to interpret the output of an interpretability method. Successfully communicating a mental model of
a system to a wide variety of users requires understanding the varieties of user and how they interact
with and interpret the outputs of interpretability methods. As examples, this may involve studying
methods by which humans can learn to effectively use interpretable AI systems (Mozannar et al.,
2021, 2023), developing an understanding of the possible failure modes—e.g., inferring the existence
of structure where there is none (Adebayo et al., 2018)—and developing and testing end-to-end
frameworks for interfacing with interpretability methods (Slack et al., 2023). In this way, progress in
interpretability depends on a combination of technical, social, and design questions.

2.2.2 Study AI accidents in their sociotechnical context to learn from their failures

Understanding how and why AI systems fail in real-world contexts can provide insight for how such
systems can be made safer and more reliable. In parallel with efforts to avert unexpected harms,
preparing for detailed and holistic analysis of these systems’ negative impacts when they happen will
help us gain the knowledge necessary to prevent similar failures in the future. Because failure cases
can be difficult to investigate in retrospect without sufficient monitoring in place, it is essential to
build the infrastructure necessary for these post facto analyses in advance, based on predictions of
what failures may occur.

Previous work on risk analysis and safety engineering in other fields offers models for rigorous
in situ investigation of system weaknesses precipitating adverse events in complex sociotechnical
environments. Protocols for detailed forensic analysis of systemic harms arising post-deployment,
such as the Systems Theoretic Accident Model and Processes (Leveson, 2004) could be expanded
and refined for AI-specific use. Such protocols would facilitate an understanding of problems arising
not only from faulty elements of a particular system—where such elements can be technical tools
and systems, or human factors such as individual decision processes and institutional culture—but
also from detrimental relationships between elements that do not have obvious flaws in isolation.
Past issues of user manipulation in recommender systems (Kasirzadeh & Evans, 2023), for example,
are clearest when viewed as a harmful feedback relationship between users and algorithms (Krueger
et al., 2020)—and many other current and future societal harms from AI will likely follow this pattern
(Siddarth et al., 2021). Detailing the interlinked social and technical drivers of actual AI failures can
surface preventative approaches (Avin et al., 2021).

Incorporating such risk-analysis frameworks into existing documentation and monitoring efforts
could significantly improve the understanding of potential AI risks we gain from such projects.
Developing sociotechnical analysis templates for use with the AI Incident Database, for example,
or expanding the NIST AI Risk Management Framework to include guidance on systems-theoretic
risk assessment, would help guide responses to AI failures in the direction of detailed and holistic
understanding. The results of past retrospective failure analyses in other domains, such as the 1986
Challenger explosion, and the safety measures taken in response, suggest there is high potential
impact of the insights gained from such processes—and there is reason for optimism about our ability
to avoid repeated failures of AI systems.

2.2.3 Improve public understanding of the capabilities and societal impacts of AI

As artificial intelligence becomes more complex and ubiquitous, improving public understanding of
these systems is increasingly important, both for individuals’ own informed use and for effective,
legitimate democratic governance of these new technologies (Cave et al., 2019; Lazar, 2022).

Work in this direction would aim to provide the general public with the knowledge and tools necessary
to navigate the rapidly evolving landscape of artificial intelligence. Central to this project is the use
of interactive tools that transform the abstract complexities of AI into tangible, interactive learning
experiences (Vogel et al., 2006). These tools would be not just visual aids, but interactive platforms
where users can simulate scenarios, visualize the decision-making pathways of AI, and experience
the results of these systems in real time (Mima, 2018). This hands-on approach demystifies AI
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technologies, making them more accessible and understandable to individuals regardless of their
technical background.

In addition to interactive learning, effective public education should emphasize the ethical and societal
implications of AI systems (Mima, 2021). Curated educational content, workshops, and seminars will
help participants explore topics such as algorithmic bias, privacy, and the ethical use of AI (Barocas
& Selbst, 2016; Zhang et al., 2023). This curriculum aims to stimulate critical thinking and ethical
reasoning, and to equip the public with the cognitive tools to question and understand the moral
dimensions of AI applications. It’s not enough to know how AI works; understanding when and why
its use may be problematic is crucial to promoting a socially responsible approach to AI (Hoffman
et al., 2023).

Finally, educational resources must evolve as AI advances. To ensure sustainability, such projects
should incorporate dynamic feedback systems that invite input from a wide range of users to keep the
content relevant and up-to-date. Collaborations with academia, industry leaders, and policymakers
will help integrate AI literacy campaigns into broader educational and regulatory frameworks. By
establishing an ongoing dialogue between AI developers and the public, these projects can contribute
to a culture of informed consent and ethical responsibility in the age of AI, helping the public remain
influential in the trajectory of AI development, deployment, and use.

2.2.4 Develop evaluation frameworks for key aspects of AI systems

As frontier models become more capable, they should be evaluated for a variety of safety criteria and
dangerous capabilities. Safety criteria would measure to what extent the model poses sociotechnical
and alignment risks, including bias, misinformation, deception, and power-seeking (Perez et al., 2023;
Weidinger et al., 2023). Safety evaluations would include robustness assessments (to what extent
does the system consistently behave acceptably) and impact assessments (of anticipated or observed
effects of specific deployments and use cases on impacted groups) (AI Policy and Governance
Working Group, 2023). Evaluations of dangerous capabilities (including persuasion / manipulation,
self-proliferation and cyber-offense) would measure misuse and accident risks posed if the model is
given undesirable objectives by bad actors or develops them on its own (Shevlane et al., 2023).

Some of these types of evaluations are of interest both from sociotechnical and alignment perspectives.
For example, a model’s persuasion abilities would contribute to misinformation and misuse risks as
well as enable the model to escape human control. Broad collaboration between different research
communities on evaluations of common interest would produce more holistic and robust measures of
a model’s risks and impacts.

For all of these types of evaluations, it would be beneficial to create effective infrastructure for
frequently evaluating frontier models, institutional policies for incorporating these evaluations in
deployment decisions (Anthropic, 2023a; Brundage et al., 2020; OpenAI, 2023), external auditing for
evaluation outcomes, and sharing the best evaluation designs among frontier AI labs.

2.2.5 Evaluate the reward models used in RLHF

Reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF) has gained popularity due to its success in
fine-tuning large language models like ChatGPT and Claude (Bai et al., 2022; Christiano et al., 2017;
OpenAI, 2022). However, the lack of transparency and rigorous evaluation of the reward models
learned by RLHF raises concerns about the long-term impacts of this technique, and the limitations of
working with aggregate human data in RLHF highlight the need to consider whose values are being
encoded and prioritized in these models. Addressing these concerns requires better understanding of
the reward models used in RLHF and the values they encode (to the extent that they encode values at
all). It also requires a better understanding of how pretraining and fine-tuning interact to influence
LLMs’ behavior. This paradigm also extends to evaluating models trained with new methods such as
Direct Preference Optimization (DPO), which induce a policy directly from a policy – it should be
confirmed that the underlying optimization of preferences does what we expect via the theory and
data. Recent work on reward model interpretability (Marks et al., 2024) has laid groundwork for
more precise inspection of implicit reward models, but further research on reward model evaluation
is needed in the following key research directions:

1. Evaluation of reward model capabilities: While the most common evaluation technique
for learned reward models is to measure a model’s agreement with data set aside from the
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training set, this method does not control for the complex nature of such datasets, including
potential conflicts in aggregate inputs from multiple individuals or contexts. Evaluation
methods that test reward models in a manner analogous to their use would provide more
insight into how RHLF-trained models will perform—for example, testing whether a reward
model designed to prioritize factuality and honesty meets benchmarks for exhibiting those
qualities. One specific example exists in recent work, a benchmark to evaluate reward model
consistency as its ability to maintain consistent scores over changes to text that do not alter
meaning (Shen et al., 2023), but more tools are needed to cover the many use cases of RLHF
models.

2. Evaluation of reward model safety: Red-teaming is the primary means of evaluating the
safety, toxicity, and potential harms of LLMs (Ganguli et al., 2022). While red-teaming
the text output of LLMs evaluates on multiple dimensions, red-teaming reward models is
simpler and less interactive, as the output of the reward model is a score, not a text to read
and comprehend. Scoring reward models by comparing LLM text outputs to established
“neutral" texts would provide a richer basis for comparison. Reward models should also
be evaluated for sensitivity to adversarial input strings, which could indicate downstream
exploitation during the RL step. Today, a third-party researcher can play with a closed model
and find an adversarial attack even if no red-teaming protocols are shared about the system,
but the same is not true for a private reward model, which may be re-used in the future to
train other models. As a starting point, practitioners could consider the efforts to identify
adversarial prompts that may escalate toxicity in the evaluation of LLM generations, for
instance as is done in the RealToxicityPrompts dataset (Gehman et al., 2020).

3. Sociotechnical specification of preference: Given the complex intellectual origins of quanti-
fying and optimizing preferences, specific recommendations should be made around what
information a model of human preferences should and should not encode. For example,
accounting for individual preferences about other individuals’ actions can produce prefer-
ence aggregations that hamper those latter individuals’ agency. Doing so may reduce the
performance of models in the short term, but increases the potential for multi-stakeholder
engagement and reduction of harms with the development of LLMs.

2.3 Improving AI’s Social Impacts

2.3.1 Track and measure the impact of AI in social media and LLMs

Recent senate testimony has highlighted how the experiences users report to be harmful often do not
conform to the metrics that companies report (Hendrix, 2023), which focus on content that violates
company policies. Mirroring evidence internal to platforms (Harmful Non-Violating Narratives,
2021), incidents of hate speech are often less common than violence-inciting fear speech, though the
latter often do not violate policy (Saha et al., 2023). If we want to understand and hold companies
accountable for their current use of AI, which underlies social media recommender systems (Clegg,
2023), we need to understand how user experience changes, and whether advances in AI are increasing
or decreasing users’ experiences of encountering harmful recommended content (e.g. Almost half of
US teens report being harassed online (Vogels, 2022), and algorithmic objective functions have been
shown to increase those experiences (Horwitz et al., 2023). In a US study by Common Sense Media
(Robb & Mann, 2023), the average age of pornography exposure online is age 12, and 58% of youth
say they came across pornography online by accident).

If increasingly powerful AI were to make social media systems better, by enabling more value-
aligned recommendations, or worse, with AI generated misinformation and non-consensual sexual
imagery being rampant, how would we know? To answer this question, USC’s Neely Center has been
replicating internal platform research (Pahwa, 2021) on user experience, by surveying a representative
sample of users as to their positive and negative experiences across platforms (Fast et al., 2023). The
results have already been used by the press (Counts & Nakano, 2023) to hold technology companies
accountable for negative experiences and been consumed internally by companies seeking to improve
the user experience of their products.

We’d like to extend this approach to a larger global sample, allowing us to understand how harmful
experiences may be affecting sub-samples and people not just in the United States, but in places
around the world where we have signal that the impact of AI driven social media systems can be
grave (Amnesty International, 2022a), but where we often lack measurement. Further, we are also
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extending this paradigm to understanding people’s direct experiences with generative AI systems.
In our first analyses during spring of 2023 (Fast et al., 2023), roughly 10% of Americans reported
using Large Language Models. Our latest polling from Fall 2023 (Motyl et al., 2024) indicates that
these numbers have grown, with 18% having reported using LLMs. Most reported using LLMs
out of curiosity, and few reported using them for higher-risk purposes, such as companionship and
mental health. Most people found these tools useful and few reported harm. But as such use cases
grow, we hope to understand both positive and negative experiences across use cases for these new
technologies, to mitigate risks before they become widespread—arguably something we did not do
before AI powered social media algorithms became widely used.

2.3.2 Develop LLM tools to mitigate polarization

Several tools exist for analyzing opinion clusters with AI – including Polis, Remesh, Cortico and Talk
to the City—but their primary focus has been on presenting the stances of individuals involved in
deliberation, rather than mediating the process of deliberation itself in a way that would be beneficial
to participants. As shown in a recent comprehensive multi-disciplinary review (Caluwaerts et al.,
2023), deliberation processes can have a positive influence both on idea-based polarization (extreme
ideologies) and on affective polarization (strong emotions). However, most of the studies captured
in this review suggest that a good facilitation process is essential for deliberation processes to have
a positive impact on depolarisation. Some prototypes have been built to explore how LLMs could
partially automate the work of facilitators (see for instance Depolarized), but we believe more work
needs to be done in this direction. Further work could also explore tools for directing individuals
towards more grounded discussions (Konya et al., 2023), guided by existing research on bridging
(Ovadya & Thorburn, 2023) and depolarization (Stray, 2022) and the work of practitioners such as
Braver Angels. The bridging algorithms powering Community Notes on X could also be integrated
to deliberation platforms to try and take polarization explicitly into account to mitigate its effects.

2.3.3 Ensure influence from AI systems is beneficial, or at least non-manipulative

AI systems—including recommender systems, chat interfaces, and other applications of generative
AI—frequently play a role in determining people’s information environment, and so constitute a
vector by which people might be manipulated or otherwise deleteriously influenced (Ammann, 2023).

Preventing wrongful manipulation (and other forms of undesirable influence) is important for re-
specting human autonomy, but it is challenging to (1) characterize what manipulation is both philo-
sophically (Noggle, 2022) and technically (Carroll et al., 2023), (2) articulate when it is wrongful
(Benn & Lazar, 2022; Bezou-Vrakatseli et al., 2023), and (3) formalize non-manipulative objectives
or baselines against which AI systems can be evaluated. There is some early work on estimating and
penalizing preference changes (Carroll et al., 2022), and highlighting that solutions to manipulation
require knowledge of meta-preferences (Ashton & Franklin, 2022), but much more work is needed.

In the case of recommenders, the possibility of feedback loops—between what is shown, what is
thought, and what is engaged with (Thorburn, 2023)—has led to concerns that a recommender system
may learn to increase its reward not by making better recommendations, but by manipulating users
so that its objective is more easily satisfied (Thorburn, 2022). This phenomena has been variably
called ‘preference manipulation’, ‘user tampering’ (Kasirzadeh & Evans, 2023), and ‘auto-induced
distributional shift’ (Krueger et al., 2020).

Progress towards non-manipulative recommender systems would also inform the design of generative
AI applications, which work has already shown can be manipulative. For example, the sentiment of
suggested responses in chat interfaces influences the trajectory of human conversations (Hohenstein
et al., 2023).

3 Limitations & Future Work

This collection of proposals is intended as an exploration of potential sociotechnical approaches to
the development of safe and beneficial AI. Far from an exhaustive list, it represents the interests and
backgrounds of its authors and other contributors to our exploratory discussions. Our backgrounds
and the context of these conversations represent perspectives on AI that center safety concerns, risk
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mitigation, and harms from existing ML systems, but are not representative of the full breadth of
social concerns relevant to guiding the development of AI.

Further work in this direction would benefit from expanding to incorporate more knowledge and
methods from other approaches to these questions, beyond the overlap we have found with our areas
of concern. Specific areas overlooked in this agenda include research exploring the beliefs, values,
and ontologies that drive particular approaches to AI development and deployment, and research
exploring the complexities of individual preferences. Future explorations would also benefit from
the knowledge of domain experts with backgrounds in social justice, legal theory, and international
governance, for a deeper exploration of the existing dynamics of our social structures that AI may
reinforce or disrupt.

4 Conclusion

This paper proposes a set of research directions that describe how certain areas of research core
to AI safety can incorporate sociotechnical approaches to mitigating the risks and improving the
outcomes of AI systems. The collection builds on conversations discussing areas of common concern
among multiple approaches to beneficial AI deployment, and presents research areas we believe are
promising directions for continued exploration. Proposals are varied in their targets and emphases,
but they share grounding in a sociotechnical approach to governing, understanding, and guiding the
use of these new technologies.

While research has already begun in many of the directions described above, significant work remains
to explore them in full. In some cases, this work will depend on cooperation across sectors to explore
policy solutions and other government interventions. We believe that the sociotechnical approach to
AI safety offers a strong foundation for pursuing this work from a holistic, systemic understanding of
how technology and society interact. This agenda, while not exhaustive, suggests potential concrete
avenues for incorporating such approaches, and for exploring how more collaboration could lead to
progress on the shared challenge of guiding AI progress towards broad societal benefit.
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